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Titanium is used pervasively over a range of fields from medical devices and aerospace,
to nuclear plants components [1]. Additionally, its oxide is highly valued for its unique surface
properties [2] that can be important for a variety of applications. For example, Ti is ubiquitous in
biomedical applications as implants, due to its low reactivity with the surrounding tissues. This is
due to the surface properties of a naturally forming oxide on Ti [3]. The oxide is stable
thermodynamically and few reactions occur on the surface of the implants. However, many
factors can impact this process through modifications of its surface energy: composition,
structure, roughness and the tissue or fluid environment [4]. For example, electrochemically
formed oxide films on Ti can be amorphous or crystalline, depending on the final anodization
potential and electrolyte involved [5]. This can directly affect the biocompatibility of Ti, as
thickness and crystallinity (rutile vs. anatase) can affect the degree of adsorption from human
blood plasma [6]: i.e. rutile has closer packed structure with less ion diffusion compared to
anatase. Thus understanding the oxidation at an atomistic level is necessary if you wish to
develop better protective films.
Magnetron sputtering was used to deposit Ti onto Si(001). The Ti film was exposed to
isotopic 18O water vapour in Ar atmosphere to form an ultra-thin TiO2 film in situ. The
TiO2/Ti/Si(001) film was then electrochemically oxidized in D216O water over a range of
voltages from 0-10 V, resulting in ∼40–295 Å thick oxide regions. In conjunction with this
isotopic labeling, medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) and nuclear reaction profiling (NRP)
were used to determine the depth profiles of the 16O and 18O in an attempt to elucidate O
transport in the TiO2. Surface composition was determined using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy and crystallinity was determined using X-ray diffraction.
Fig.1(b) illustrates how the 18O depth distribution changes as a function of voltage.
Initially, 18O accounts for 40% of the O in the ∼40 Å oxide.

Figure 1: Isotopic depth profiles for (a) 16O and (b) 18O as functions of anodization voltage 0-10
V. These depth profiles are created from simulations of MEIS spectra. Total O concentration for
each of these samples is plotted in Figure 2(a). (c) A schematic of the sample involved.
As the anoidization voltage increases, the total concentration of 18O remains constant,
which can be seen in Fig.2(b), despite the total oxide thickness increasing monotonically, as seen
in Fig.2(a). From to 0.5 V and 1.0 V, the concentration of 18O decreases at the surface and 18O
becomes buried deeper. When the voltage reaches 1.5 V, the 18O concentration has decreased at
the surface but simultaneously is increasing at greater depths, i.e. new oxide is being created at
greater depths. At 2 V, there is no longer any 18O for the first 70 Å of oxide but it accounts for all
oxide after that depth, with a stoichiometry TiO0.7, which represents a value averaged from oxide
and metal phases (i.e. suboxide). From 2 V to 10 V, the depth at which 18O is seen, increases, as
does the concentration, but the total amount of the isotope remains constant, confined to an
increasingly smaller depth range. At 10 V, all the 18O is confined to a region at 15 Å with a
stoichiometry of TiO2 at a depth of 275 Å into the sample. At this voltage, all the originally
sputtered Ti, except for 5 Å (using bulk density), was converted to TiO2 which is illustrated in
Fig.2(b). Thus, oxide forming at deeper depths is due to the transport and incorporation of 18O.
Consistent with the transport of 18O are the depth profiles of 16O, which are presented in
Fig.1(b). From Fig.2(a) the 18O concentration can been seen to remain constant, while the 16O
concentration rises monotonically as a function of voltage, consistent with the increase in

prevalence of Ti in an oxide phase. Thus increasing incorporation of 16O is the reason for the
oxide growth at the oxide-environment interface and given the simultaneously decreasing
concentration of 18O, the mechanism for new oxide growth at the oxide-environment interface is
through exchange.

Figure 2: The change in for composition as a function of oxidizing voltage in the anodized Ti: (a)
Oxygen exchange curves (b) Total Ti concentration and prevalence of Ti in both the oxide and the
metal phases.
Thus, oxide growth increases as function of voltage with increasing incorporation of 16O
towards the oxide-environment interface, while 18O is transported to greater depths (while the
total amount of 18O remains constant) implying that this occurs via O exchange reactions.
Simultaneously new oxide is created by 18O being transported towards the oxide/metal interface,
all of which is consistent with O ions as a mobile species but additionally with the possibility Ti
ions may be transported towards the oxide-oxidant interface.
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